Use the spirit level to mark a level line at the required point of installation.

Use the tape measure and measure across all the keyhole centres.

Transfer measurements across to the line on the wall for each centre point.

Now mark on the wall for each keyhole.

Use the masonry drill with a 7mm masonry or SDS bit, and drill to a depth of 75mm, (you can use masking tape as a depth gauge).

Insert the 7mm rawl plugs provided and if required use the hammer to ensure the plugs are flush.

Use a pozi driver or cordless drill and fix each screw until approx 1/4” protrudes from the wall.

Place each corbel/bracket/mantel etc on to the screw heads and adjust the screw until the fixing is solid and not “rocking”.

Place a spirit level on the brackets and check for level. Small adjustments can be made by tapping the screws with a hammer.

Place the shelf/mantel on to the brackets and final check for level. Bracket shelves can be secured using screws or double sided tape.

KEYHOLE SUPPORT

The 30mm keyhole concealed / hidden fixings are used as support method for shelf brackets, corbel brackets, mantels, surrounds, mirrors and much more.

Each shelf support can hold 10-15 kg in weight.

Secured in place with a rawl plug and wall screw.

For more information visit our website or email us: sales@oakstoredirect.com